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New bengali movies 2018 sultan

Learn more Edit A man decides to save his sister from the clutches of deadly Mafia Don. Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Parents Guide: Add Content Advice for Parents » User Reviews Edit Release Date: 15 June 2018 (India) View More » Also known as: Sultan Savior View More » Jeetz Filmworks, Surinder Movies
Show More » Runtime: 163 min View full technical specifications » Debolina Sen, TNN, Jun 21, 2018, 06.02 PM ISTCritic's Rating: 3.0/5Story: Polite and harmless Raja (Jeet) arrives in Calcutta from the suburbs with innocent sister Disha (Priyanka) in tow. He becomes entangled in human trafficking and becomes a
victim of men with guns. But is it the real victim? Review: Loud action, numbers for legs and drama that takes place with twists and turns on every corner. Sultan - The Savior takes his mind from the daily difficulties of life. And when your mind flies, don't try to reason with what's going on. Touted as a remake of the
southern film Vedalam, Sultan will catch you with a string of non-stop entertaining sequences that will surprise you with its improbability and entertain you with its execution. And that's where the movie scores. It's crazy how it challenges your rationality to be in the back seat! It's commercial, it's thoughtless, but you can't
just ignore that it's almost three hours of good fun. The scenario definitely goes a long way in that it's possible. It's tense, changes track, but doesn't lose plot and keeps storytelling simple, despite over-the-top elements. The story revolves around Raja (Jeet) and his sister Disha (Priyanka), but it also includes a number of
characters who never look like extras. There are many twists and turns that never look unwanted. Raja is a seemingly simple man who comes to town with art-college contender sister, Disha. The gentle breeze and mellifluous background of the melody accompanying them prove their innocence, albeit in a model
manner. A series of pleasant sequences and some quick narration later, when the film finally breaks at the interval, it prepares you for a clichéd account. Oh, no, you're pleasantly surprised. There is no melodramatic history, but another slew of twists and turns that lead to climax. Even in the second half, the film keeps
the pace going. There is a scene where Raja is chasing a car that carries his trapped sister to a trafficker. The script keeps the right amount of anticipation alive throughout the chase. Yes, Disha is tied up inside the boot, but she manages to get her hands on the phone. He'll call Raj and give instructions on how to pull
out the wires. The scene can be very far-fetched, but the narrative is so good that you can willingly suspend your disbelief. Some scenes go overboard though, especially when Raja feels vindicious and decided to break a lot of glass. A few more good games would work better. Jeet proves why he's a typical commercial
hero. His presence on screen invites hoots and clapping in abundance. Priyanka proves her acting courage, even if her is not author-backed – and it is a success. Bidya Sinha Mim is easy with her expressions in the limited screen time she gets for her silly scenes. Kanchan Mullick, whose character is getting funny, also
pulls gags too far before his sudden departure. Yet his presence adds to the small twists and turns that help in Raj's transition from a simple man to a sultan with a shady past. But we could have succeeded without some unnecessarily stupid dialogue between them. As for entertainment value, just watch out for a scene
in which Subhashish Mukherjee's character lies dying in a pool of blood, but has an interaction to remember with the goon-with-a-heart, Sultan! If Bollywood masala movies like Chennai Express, Wanted and Dabangg make you keep your brain safely locked at home, this movie is a close cousin of such a cinema. Be
careful if you really, really want to. Sultan: SaviourSultan film posterEd by Raja ChandaProduced by Jeet Nispal Singh Gopal MadnaniAmit JumraniAbdul AzizWritten bySiva Aadhi NarayanaOhlivevedalam by SivaStarring Jeet Bidya Sinha Saha Mim Priyanka Sarkar MusicSavvy Suddho RoyProductioncompany Jeetz
FilmworksSurinder FilmsDistributed byGrassroot Entertainment (India)Release date 15 June 2018 (2018-06-15) CountryIndiaLanguageBengali Sultan: Savior's 2018 Indian Bengali language action comedy masala film directed by Raja Chanda. The film stars Jeet, Bangladeshi actress Bidya Sinha Saham and Priyanka
Sarkar. The film is released in West Bengal. [1] [2] The film is a remake of the Tamil film Vedalam from 2015. [3] Plot The film begins with the operation of the soldiers of the cooperative to gather the leader of the criminal syndicate Ronnie (Mukul Dev). His two own younger brothers Lama and Ujan are helping him.
Ronnie's two brothers took the families of all the other soldiers hostage, leading to them betraying their leader and taking him hostage. Before he's killed, the leader says a good man will come and take ronnie out, Ronnie replies that only someone as bad as him will have a chance. Meanwhile, Raja (Jeet) arrived in
Calcutta with her sister Disha (Priyanka Sarkar). Raja is a kind and gentle man, and his kindness proved effective to immediately reform a hooligan named Kolkata Kaali, who helps Raj and Dish find out their new house where they meet neighbors. After enrolling Disha, Raja gat work as a driver at Thustaxi. Shortly after,
he accidentally gets his first customer lawyer Alia (Bidya Sinha Saha Mim), whom Raja inadvertently gets fired from her job. Alia joins Raja's tax company boss after he's also embarrassed by Raja to get revenge, but Alia later befriends Raja. Raja also gets to know Ali's brother, who falls in love with Disha (Priyanka
Sarkar). Raja and all other taxi and auto-rickshaw drivers are convened at a conference police commissioner asked to report on any activities of syndicate members who were the cause of crime in City. One day, Raja will see them and report a case of arms and drug smuggling, leading Ujan to apprehend him. But Raja
surprisingly escaped and brutally killed Ujan and all his men. Lama will come to Calcutta and investigate the murder the next day and work to track down the killer. Lama and his technical team traced Raj's mobile signal to their own tower. Raja also brutally murdered Lama and his entire attack and task force. Alia follows
him and is appalled by his actions and wishes to stop the marriage between her brother and Disha, but Raja reveals that Disha is not really his sister. A year ago, Sultan (Raja) was a terrifying criminal and mercenary who was arrested but released from custody in exchange for rescuing police from a rival gang in
exchange for money. Raja is stabbed by opponents because of their business loss, but he is rescued by Disha, who takes him to the hospital, lying that Sultan is her brother to put him through. Disha and her blind parents are at risk of selling their house for an apartment complex, so she and her boyfriend hire Raja. Raja
betrays them for being paid earlier, but they start living in Raj's house. Raja tried to fire them, but he failed. The family is leaving because Ganesh saves Disha and 99 other girls from trafficking a crime syndicate directed by Ronnie. In return for Raj's actions, Dish's parents left Raj's house. The syndicate brothers find
them and kill Disha's parents and injure her. Raja saves her, in which she demonstrates empathy for the first time. Disha lost her memory, so Raja says he's her brother and he's taking care of her. And he promised to kill the leader of a criminal syndicate and the member who killed Disha's parents. Alia agrees to Dish's
marriage to her brother. Later, Ronnie came to India to find out about his brother's murder. Ronnie uses the wounded victim of Raj's attack to find his brother's killer. She's going to hire Disha to draw a forensic sketch of the killer. Ronnie tell Dishe to call his brother. Raja is ready to take one of Ronnie's son hostages to
secure Dish's freedom. Ronnie kidnaps Disha later, and Raja goes after him. Without revealing his violent side, Raja killed Ronnie and saved Disha. That's how he fulfills his promise. Cast Jeet as Raja Dutta/Sultan (Mafia of Devanganj) Bidya Sinha Mim as Alia, Fell in love with Raja Priyanka Sarkar as Disha, Sultan's
nonbiological sister Mukul Dev as Ronnie, leader of the international women's trade, main adversary Taskeen Rahman as Lama, Ronnie's first brother Prantik Banerjee as Ujan, Ronnie's second brother Subhasish Mukherjee as Dish's blind father Kanchan Mullick as Kolkata Taxi &amp; Raja's Boss Pradip Dhar as Alia
Subhasish Banerjee's assistant Kakoli Choud Rumki Chatterjee Madhumitaty Pinki Banerjee Dr. Subhasish Ganguly as director of disha prameet anshuman pratyush art school as a RAW officer who failed to arrest Ronnie and his brothers. Somnath Kar as Ujan's henchman Alam Sachchu Nader Chowdhury Mohammad
Ashif Amaan Production Film was announced by Jeet via the official Twitter handle of his production house on 16 February 2018. Filming began on February 21. The shooting takes place in Calcutta, Bangladesh and Bangkok. Jeet will play a character with different shades and Priyanka Sarkar will essay the role of her
sister. This is a big budget, and the promotion is starting. Soundtrack Sultan: The SaviourSoundtrack album by SavvyReleased2018Recorded2017GenreFeature film soundtrackLabelJeetz Filmworks, Surinder FilmsProducer Jeet, Nishpal Rane, Abdul Aziz Savvy chronology Chalbaaz(2018) Sultan: Saviour(2018)
Bhaijaan Elo Re(2018) Singles by sultan: Saviour Masha Allah Song Published: 28 April 2018 Savvy and Suddho Roy will compile music for the film. No.TitleLyricsMusicSinger (y)Length1. Masha AllahRaja ChandaSavvyDev Negi &amp; Akriti Kakkar03:322. Aamar MonPriyo ChatterjeeSavvyMohammed Irfan04:033. Eid
MubarakPranjalSuddho RoyJeet04:274. Mon Tor HoyecheRaja ChandaSuddho RoyImran Mahmudul02:04 References ^ Shoot of Sultan:The Saviour started. ^ Jeet faces controversy before the release of the Sultan of the Savior. The Times of India. June 8, 2018, March 17, 2019. ↑ Sultan: Savior's External References
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